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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Social work has been described by a noted authority in 
the field as "a response to the inadequacies of organized 
soctal institutions or to people's inability to use their 
services." 1 Social casework emphasizes, through its activi-
ties, assistance to individuals with regard to obstacles en-
countered in their use of the services of other institutions, 
or to difficulties in their interpersonal relations within 
such "primary" groups as the family. Concrete expression is 
given to the former approach when "secondary" ins ti tu tic:n s 
such as hospitals, schools and correctional agencies make use 
of the special contributiens of social work in carrying out 
their prime function. In such instances, social service de-
partments are located within the larger institution as an 
auxilliary branch. 
Broadly, the purpose of this study is to examiner some 
aspects of the relationship between the practice of social 
casework and the treatment of mental illness in the mental 
hospi ta 1 setting. It has long been acknowledged that the so-
c~_al worker has a recognized role in the treatment of the 
mentally ill, since mental illness reflects some failure in 
social as well as personal adaptation. Social work in men-
tal hospital settings, however, has expanded the concept of 
1. Witmer, Helen, Social Work; An Analysis of a Social 
Institution, (New York, Farrar and Rinehart, 1942T: 
its role and undergone modifications. Tt'is evolution has 
been the result of new know ledge and new experiences. "The 
truth is that casework concepts are dynamic--they change, gr 
and develop ••• "2 This statement apolies as well to casework 
oriented to a specific setting as to the generic casework pro 
cesses. 
Historically, social workers were primarily concerned 
with the readjustment to community living after hospitaliza-
tion--social services occupying a role only at the chronolo-
gica 1 end of the treatment program. Later in the development 
of psychiatric treatment, however, it became elear that the 
maintenance of the intepest of the patient's family during 
hospitalization would facilitate recovery, and that this was 
an appropriate and necessary job for the social worker. As 
interest and concern for relatives increased, it was seen as 
important to provide for the patient's family some support 
and relief from their own anxieties during; the crisis of hos-
r,i taliza tion, freeing them to be more helpful to the patient 
himself. Another function, more recently seen as valid, is 
to :nodify, through intensive casework, the key relationships 
in the patient's life. This stems from increased awareness 
of the nature of menta 1 illness, based on theory and clinical 
observation that there are pathological interpersonal pro-
cesses at work in the patient's life which led to his ill-
ness. Thus, the application of the social worker's particu-
2. Hamilton, Gordon, "Basic Concepts in Social Casework", 
Read in s in Social Casework, New York School of Soc i.al Work 
2 
lar skills and traditional concerns witb the reestablisr,ment 
and reinforcer1ent of family equilibriu:n, finds a hapcoy union 
with :nodern psychiatric theory, and concrete expression in 
the activities discussed above. 
These functions so far mentioned as legitimate and ac-
cepted by the social work profession and by other hospital 
personnel are primar1ly related to work with relatives. So-
cial workers also, however, provide other indirect services 
to patients, serving as a link between the patient and the 
community at large, as we 11 as various direct services. 
Direct services to patients are focused predominantly upon 
the accomplishment of a smooth adjustment to the hospital. 
The social worker is, thus, in the paradoxical position of 
w::>rking towards the maintenance of the patient's relations 
with the outside world,while helping him to separate from it 
temporarily. The s::>cial worker may make "friendly visi ts 11 to 
the patient, to reassure him and to relieve some of his ini-
tiel disc::>:nfort; she may offer a continuous and reality-fo-
cused supportive relationship in addition tothe psychotherapy 
provided by the doctor, or she may un~ertake the sole there-
peutic responsibility for the patient under psychiatric super 
vision and administration.3,4,S,6 
3. Berkman, I'effsie D. "Practice of S··cial Workers in 
Psychiatric Hos~itals and Clinics, Am. Assoc. of Psych. Socia 
workers, Inc., ew York, 1953. 
u. Burlingi T., Lentz, E., and Wilson, R., The G~l) and 
Take in Hosnita:. s, \G.?. Putnam and Son, New Y::>rk, 19 . 
r:;. Knee, Rutr·, Better Social Services for :•Ienta!ly Ill 
Patients, ,fArner. Assoc. of Psych. Soc1al workers, lnc. 
)\1' y .,-q t;' c; ) • 
3 
It can be seen from the precedinf discussion that social 
work in a mental hospital includes a wide range of activities 
Others, not mentioned, ~ay be performed, depending upon the 
unique administrative organization and theoretical orienta-
tion of both the hosp•tal at large and the social work depart 
ment and the interaction between the two • 
• • • The oractice of socia-l work is influenced not 
only by the medical or psychiatric setting but also 
by the way tbe social service unit is organized and 
by the responsibility it accepts as primary. "he 
structure of the parent agency and the structure ~f 
the social service unit comprise the two components 
•.• of the matrix in which social work is practiced ... ? 
Decisions as to which activities are to be performed in ser-
ving each patient are customarily made on the basis of a 
11 team 11 evaluation of the patient's needs, and service is ren-
dered on the basis of these. This implies that the patient 
is th$ passive recipient of services selected for him by the 
social work staff, with suggestions from the medical person-
nel. 
The Patient as Initiator 
Current trends in both psychia1:ric and sociRl work 
thinking, however, tend to view the menta 1 patient and the 
hospital setting in broader terms. The p2tient-c1ient is 
not seen merely as a syndrome of clinical symptoms and path-
olo:<y; he is considered rather as a pers::Jnality who brings 
with him to the hospital a system of values, goals, attitudes 
6. Schwartz, C.G., Rehabilitation of Hental hospital Pa-
tients, Public Health Honograph No. 1(. 
7. Berkman, T., Op. cit., p. 11. 
4 
and habitual responses which will determine to a lerge extent 
the course of his hospitalization. The hospi ta 1 is not mere-
ly a place where he can get "treatments"; but instead it is 
a hi~hly complex social community of which the patient is a 
member and in which he interacts with the other members in 
terms of status, role, values and other group ch2.racteristics 8 
These interactions within the hospital "milieu" will influ-
ence the patient's recovery. 
There are a wealth of studies in both psychiatric and 
social work literature which reflect upon the relationship be 
tween socio-cultural factors in both the etiology and treat-
ment of mental illness·. Class and ethnic factors and con-
flicts often determine the forms of mental breakdown the ill-
ness takes.9, 10 In addition, social and cultural charac-
teristics of mentally ill people frequently determine the 
kind of treatment selected by the helping person. The pa-
tient's motivation and capacity for certain kinds of help are 
deduced on the basis of these social characteristics.ll Thest 
factors have been found to apply to the selection and use of 
casework services as well. 
In addition to these more static qualities of the patien 
8. Gallagher, Eugene, A Socio-ps~choloBical Study of Pa· 
tienthood in the Hental Hospitall. Unpu • Ph •• dissertation, 
Harvard Oniversity, 1958. 
9. Honigmann, Culture and Personality, (N.Y., Harper & 
Bros., 1954). 
10. Clausen, "Sociology of Hental Illness", in Sociolop:y 
Today (BaBic Books, Inc., New York, 1959). 
5 
tr.e more dynamic attributes of emoti.onal orientation towards 
the hospital and experiences in his total life situation, 
will influence the course of his progress in the hospital. 
Also relevant to the patient 1 s adaptation in the hospi ta 1 are 
his attitudes towards his illness, and expectations of hos-
pi tal iza tion • 
•.• the social attitudes which the patient formed 
outside the hospital persist. His conception of 
hospitalization is assimilated with varying degrees 
of realistic and distorted application to these at-
titudes. 12 
That such attitudes which the client brings with him are also 
considered important determinants of his perception and use 
of casework help is attested to by the statement: 
The social worker must accept the possibility that 
she is identified in the client's mind with other sa-
cia 1 workers or inquiring persons who in the past rep-
resented autlority, hostility, benificence, acceptance, 
etc. 13 
Thus, the patient is not merely the object of staffde-
cision regarding his future in the hospita 1. He exerts a 
very powerful influence upon the staff by virtue of hi:: so-
cial characteristics, past and current life experiences in 
his total life situation, and his predominant social and per-
sonal attitudes. He demonstrates his motivation and capacity 
_ for shared participation in both the hospital milieu and the 
11. Rollinq~head, 
Mental Illness, ~\N.Y., 
12. Gallagher,E., 
and Redlich, ;.:.S~~~i~a~l~C~l~a=s~s~F~a~c~t~o~r=s~a~n~d iviley, 19.5BJ. 
QE.. cit • , p. 5. 
13. Feder, Leah, "Early Interviews as a Basis for 'I'reat-
ment Plans , 11 in Readinc>:s in Social Casework, Columbia Univ. 
Press, N.Y., 1940, p. 208. 
6 
specific opportunities for treatment. 
Patients become active consumers of what the hos-
pita 1 has to offer. They develop different involve-
ment in different members of the staff and different 
hospital activities, selected in part from their own 
initiative ••. 14 
It is evident then that the patient is involved in a 
complex interaction with other members of the hospital com-
munity and that in a broad sense he is the stimulus which 
evokes responses from the staff. His behavior, values, at-
titudes, needs, and expectations to a large extent determine 
his use of the diverse opportunities with which he is con-
fronted in the hospital • 
The purpose of this study is to investic;ate some of the 
patient's relevant attitudes and perceptions of social worker 
in the mental hospital , which bear upon his use (or dis use) 
of this avenue of service. It is more specifically aimed at 
an exploration of the patient's own felt needs early in hos-
pitalization, his awareness of the availability of socia 1 ser· 
vice help and his knowledge of which needs the social worker 
could attend; his attitudes towards social workers based on 
previous experience and more general attitudes towards author· 
ity and accepting help, and his motivation to participate in 
the services offered. The validity of early social service 
contacts with patients on the basis of these findings will be 
discussed in the lic;ht of some "principles" used generically 
in the casework process. 
14. Gallagher, 2£· cit., p. 7 
7 
r1ethodolegy 
Statement of Research Questions. The problem as formu-
lated is te investigate the perceptions of mental hospital 
patients with regard to social workers; these findings will 
be related to tile present and future use by these patients ef 
social work services located within the hospita 1. For rea-
s<!lns which will be discussed later, it was decided to focus 
attention upon the patients' perceptions and felt needs dur-
ing the earliest phase of hospitalzation--that of the two wee 
period imme«iately subsequent to aamission. The purpose of 
the study may be stated in three parts: 
To determine 
1. scm e of the sources of the patient' s current per-
ceptions of the social worker, in his life situation, 
past experiences, and general attitudes. 
2. the awareness on the part of the patient of 
needs to which he feels the social worker could at-
tend, and 
3. the degree of the patient's motivation during 
the acute stage of mental illness to make use of 
these services, and the nature of his participation. 
These findings will be related to the expanding concept e>f 
the role of the social worker, both generic and specific to 
the process of rehabilitation in the mental hospital setting. 
Design o:f the Study 
Sample. The sample is composed of thirteen patients 
admitted to the Massachusetts Mental Health Center during the 
month of March, 19.59. The grGup consists only of those pa-
8 
tients who according to their records have never been hospi-
talized before for mental illness, and excludes all those ad-
mitted to the hospital directly from the court. The first 
criterion was used on the basis of our desire to §'fl.in a fresh 
view of the pa~nt 1 s perceptions of social workers in a men-
tal hospital, uncolored by previous experience in such a set-
ting, and to learn something about the effect of the hospital 
admission procedure upon his perceptirns and its success in 
communicating to the patient the role of social service in the 
hosni tal. 
Court admissions were excluded from the study, since 
these patients are often discharged after ten days observa-
tion. The factor of court referral would have been such a 
weighty influence upon tl::e patientS'! attitudes and percep-
tions, that it would have separated them as a group from the 
other patients. It WAS decided then, due to limitations of 
time, to exclude this group and to reserve the study of the 
perceptions and patterns of use of the social worker of court 
admitted patients for a future investi~ation. 
An attempt was made to maintain an equal number of males 
and females, and equal numbers of patients who came to the 
hospi ta 1 voluntarily or via a doctor's recommendation and com 
mittment. Due to the predetermined nature of admissi:m pro-
cedures, towever, decided ucon and influenced by other depart 
ments in the hospital, this was impossible to arrange without 
severely limiting the sample. Also, as will be substantiated 
9 
by the findings of this study, the formality of the legal 
auth8rity under which the patient was admitted, is often not 
indicative of the real pressures which led him to the hospi-
tal. Family members, it was expected, play a key role in ar-
ranging for hosnitalization of both voluntary and doctor-re-
ferred patients. "The decision for hospitalization is usuall 
a difficult one because it is dependent upon a comnlex inter-
action of social and personal factors."l5 
Data Collection 
The interview schedule (see AppendiX A) was the organi-
zing medium of the interviews conducted with each subject 
during the second week of hospitalization. Although the in-
terview was focused to elicit information covered in the 
schedule, it was rather loosely structured in order to allow 
the respondent to answer in his own terms and according to 
~is own frame of reference. In general, the order of topics 
in the schedule was maintained, but the interviewer utilized 
many of the same techniques of casework interviewing in the 
interest of obtaining more complete responses to the issues 
that were raised. Where the material seemed too threatening, 
or the question unclear to the patient, an attempt was made 
to rephrase the question or to return to the topic at a later 
time during the interview. Thus, although the interviews 
were quite different for each patient, it was felt material 
15. Witmer, H. and Conover, A., "A Study of Critical In-
cidents Leading to Hospitalization of the Mentally Ill, 11 
SocialWork, Jan. 1957. 
10 
gained in this manner would be fundaments lly more valid than 
material gained via a highly structured instrument. That 
authorities consider the use of such interviews as valid is 
reflected by the statement, "The research interview itself ••. 
can also profit from the researcher's bringing to bear upon 
tt his casework principles and techniques. 11 16 
The interviewer introduced terself to the subject by 
name only, not identifying herself as a social worker. She 
gave a, brief description of the nature of the study and in-
vited the patient's participation, The explanation ~iven em-
bodied the idea that the purpose of the study was to learn 
about • .. patient!!'s initial reactions to the hospital, what 
their present concerns were, and how the hospital might bet-
ter help them, The interviewer thus, did broadly identify 
herself with the hospital and the findings must be considered 
in the light of the interpersonal factors resulting from this 
~he subject was promised, however, full confidentiality of 
any information or opinions he might choose to reveal in the 
course of the interview. One subject, mute since admission, 
refused to participate in the study. 
The interview schedule covered four main categories: 
Identifying information, Attitudes surrounding hospitaliza-
tion, Attitudes specific to the perception of social workers, 
and Motivation to participate in casework services. The ver-
16. Mor;zan, Ralph, 11 The Ex tens i.on of Casework ?rinciples 
into Questionnaire Construction", Social Casework, Jan. 1959. 
11 
batim process of the interview was :recorded immedistely after 
wards a~ the data was extracted from them. Items included 
in the sc.hedule were drawn from theoretical and clinical ma-
terial and previous research endeavors already discussed. 
The Research Setting 
This study was conducted at the Nassachusetts }lental 
Health Center, a small psychiatric hospital providing about 
one hundred fifty beds for the treatment of the mentally ill. 
Tt l.s affiliated with Earvard Hedical School, for purposes of 
psychiatric training and research into the nature of mental 
illness. Administratively and philosophically, it is oriente 
and committed to the provision of intensive treatment and re-
habilitation of the patients. In setting out to attain these 
objectives, vartous forms of psychiatric treatments are em-
ployed, ranging from psychotherapeutic to somatic therapies. 
In addition, the "milieu", designating both the social 
and emotional climate of the hospital and the various acti-
vities provided b;y the adjunctive services, are seen as im-
portant influences upon the course of the patient's recovery. 
A high proportion of hospital personnel to patients produces 
a great number of staff-patient interactions, offering to the 
patient much external stimulation and few opportunities for 
withdrawal. Although acute, rather than chronic illnesses 
comprise the majority of the patient population, expectations 
for natient behavior on the wards are high. Restrictions and 
limits are at a minimum a.nd are employed for purposes of con-
12 
trol and reassurance rather than punishment. The high number 
of staff personnel, however, and the essentially "democratic" 
atmosphere and organization of the hospital along administra-
ti,,e Hnes, allows for a ;::reat many ambiguities and dlstortior 
in the formal and informal systems of communication between 
staff members as well as between the pBtients and staff. 
The Admissions Procedure. 
The newly reorganized admissions procedure reflects both 
the increesi.ngly humane treatment of mental patients in gen-
eral, and the recogniti8n of the importance of the initial 
impact of hospitalizaticn on his future pro~ress. At one 
time, patients were admitted to the hospital throush the rear 
of the building, often with the aid of physical restraints, 
and rushed to the ward for disinfectant baths. Desperate 
relatives and friends, who accompanied the patient, were al-
most i,.,nored. 
The admissions procedure is no longer a secretive and 
hurried affair, fraught wHh potential trauma for the netient. 
The admissions office, bright and attractive, is located in 
the front of the hospita~ and patients are brought in thrnugh 
the front door. Essentially non-medical tasks, such as re-
lief of fears of both relatives and patients, and interpreta-
tion of the hospital, were transferred to the jurisdiction of 
the social worker, who could now provide continuous service tc 
patients from admission, through hospitalization, to dis-
13 
charge • 
••• with the inte~ration and unification of social 
service functions of the Hospital through the social 
worker a great improvement in morale was noted. Rela-
tives began to see hospitalization as a temporary pro-
cedure ~ patients as possessing potentialities for 
recovery. With hope aroused, relatives beo;an to show 
eagerness to contribute to the therapeutic process. 17 
Thus, we can see that the social worker as leader of the 
"team" at the time of admission, coordinating the functions 
of the doctor and the nurse, occupies a stratefiC position in 
influencing the Jnitial impact of the hospital upon the pa-
tient and his family. Impressions gained at this time will 
affect both the patient's total adjustment to the hospital, 
and, specifically, his use of the opportunities for social 
work service. 
Scope and Limitations 
It is felt that to 2 lar::;e extent the findinr;>;s of this 
study can be seneralized to apply to the entire patient popu-
lation of the Massachusetts Herital Health Center, meeting the 
same criteria. Nothing extraordinary occurred during the 
~~1onth of Narch to influence a change in the rate or character 
o:' admissions. Thus, "e conclude that this sample is typical 
of the population from which it was chosen. In addition, 
there is no reason to believe that this group is significantly 
different from the entire population of patients admitted to 
similar hospitals--where rehabilitation rather than custodial 
17. Greenblatt, Hork, and Brown, From Custodial to Thera 
lpeutic Care in Hental Hospitals, (Russell ;;age i'OUnaac~on, N.r. 
14 
care is the chief goal, and admission policies are determined 
by this underlying philosophy. Also, some of the areas of 
investigation (such as attitudes towards acceptln g help), 
though considered specifically in this study, can be applied 
broadly to all mental hospital patients, and, indeed, to all 
11 clients • 11 
Some of the aims ~f the study, however~ particularly 
the attempt to investi~ate the effects of specific hospital 
procedures, constitute limits in extent of generalizability. 
Other limitations exist in the manner of data collection, whi 
relies o~ the interviewer as a standard instrument, combined 
with difficulties inherent in interviewing psychotic patients 
early in hospitalization, and with regard to material wLich 
mi~Zht be "emotionally laden". It is Lnportant to note, in 
addition, that the extent to which the patients' current per-
ceptions are based on previous experiences or upon social and 
personal attitudes is difficult to evaluate in one interview. 
The interview could only hope to elicit some rather superfi-
cial impressions of the nature of the patient's current per-
ceptions and some of their sources. This etudy, however, 
might serve as an exploratory base, providing certain "leads" 
for future invest:l€1ttions of more intensive nature. 
Impetus for the Present Study 
The present study is an outerowth of a broader project 
bein~ carried out at the Massachusetts Mental Health Center. 
As stated in the unpublished progress report,l8 
•.. The project has aimed not only at exploring the 
possibilities for smoothing the rehabilitation pro-
cess through its various stages and integrating its 
diverse aspects, but also in amalgamating project and 
hospital personnel into a coordinated effort towards 
common rehabilitation goals. 
Inherent in the broad and exploratory nature of the project, 
were many diverse avenues of investi7ation. An examole of 
ttoese diversities, relevant to this study, was both the em-
phasis on the establishment of " special "rehabilitation team' 
to provide special services, and the tendency to regard mem-
bers of existing services as already performing rehabilita-
tion functions. 
Despite some resistance tothe establishment of a rehabil 
tation team to provide special services to patients with spec 
ial problems, these attempts led to the improvement of many 
parts of the treat.:Jent process as a whole, and introduced man 
innovations which have become an inte~ral part of the hospita 
organization. In addition, there has been increased communi-
cation between the traditional services such as nursing and 
social service, and the rehabilitation services such as the 
work p:rogram. 
As an offshoot of the tendency to regard members of the 
traditional services as already performinc; important reha-
bilitation functions, an investigation of the specific roles 
of these services was conducted. Those studied from the poin 
18. Greenblatt, Kramer Landy and Solomon, 11 Rehabilita-
tation Developments at the Mass. Hental Health Center," unpub 
16 
of view of "role in psychiatric rehabilitation'' were social 
service, occupational therapy, vocational placement, etc. 
An attempt was' also made to examine the patient's attitudes 
and perceptions of treatment 8nd their view of the "inter-
personal aspects of hospital life". Some questions were aske 
which bear directly upon the patient's view of varia us ca te-
gories of personnel, such as; "if you had any troubles, to 
whom would you talk?" The physician wss reported most fre-
quently as the person to whom the patient wrold turn, and 
nurses and attendants were second. Social workers were men-
tioned third. The sharp difference between the frequency 
with which doctors, nurses, and social workers were mentioned 
was striking, in terms of to what extent the patient sees 
these categories of personnelas helpful to him. Doctors were 
mentioned sixty-seven times, nurses and attendants sixteen 
times, and social workers nine times. It is also striking 
in terms of the p,resent study that only two of the forty-
seven patients on the acute wards mentioned social workers as 
the person to whom they would go with a problem.l9 
These findings sug'",est that patients especially in the 
early phases of hospitalization tiid not perceive social work-
ers as important members of the "rehabilitation teamn and 
would rarely take the initiative in making use of social work 
services available in the hospital. It is unclear, however, 
what the "dynamics" of this situation may be. It is the aim 
19. Ibid., p. 39 
17 
of this investi ·ation to examine more closely some oP the spe· 
cific attitudes towards social workers influencing use of soc· 
ial services particularly in the early stage of hospitaliza-
tion. Jf these "dynamics" are better understood, perh~s 
better communication between patients end staff can be achievE~, 
thus leading to more effective service. It has been found in 
an earlier study by Caudill20 
the lack of communication increased the mutual iso-
lation of patients and staff. Both patients and staff 
structured their actions in accordance with a set of 
values and beliefs, but because the values and beliefs 
were only incompletely known by the other, the two 
groups viewed one another in terms of stereotypes 
which impeded an accurate evaluation of social reality. 
It must be kept in mind, however, that there are many 
channels through which the needs of patients are made known 
to social workers. Decisions as to which needs the social 
worker can best attend are frequently made by nurses, doctors 
and relatives. Thus, patientS~ perceptions and attitudes to-
wards social workers is but one factor in the comvlex inter-
action which eventually leads to the utl.lization of social 
work services by the patient. Nevertheless, his attitudes, 
phantasies, and general orientation to the hospital and ex-
pectations from it will undoubtedly influence others in mak-
ing referrals to social service department. In instances when 
social work contacts are initiated by other persons, the pa-
tient's acceptance of these services will be colored by his 
attitudes, even if the service consists only of help extended 
20. Caudill, Redlich, Gilmore and Brody, 
"Social Struc tu1•e and Interaction Process~~. o~ ~fl Ps:yshia tric 
Ward," Am. J. of Orthopsychiatrv. Vol 22 )lll-jjlJ 1g.,2. 
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to his relatives. The extent to which he sees these indirect 
services as related to his own recovery, is an important con-
cern for all those enrzaQ"ed in osychiatric rehabilitation. If 
the patient does not see these services as helpful to him, or 
even as destructive or ~hrea tening, he will have.less confi-
dence in the ability of the hospital as a whole to help him. 
If such negative attitudes exist, it would be important 
to know to what factors they might be attributed; unpleasant 
past experiences, transfer of negative attitudes from other 
persons to the social worker, or due to inadequa~e interpre-
tation b7 the social worker of her role.21 It would also be 
instructive to ~ain some greater awareness of some of the 
influences associated with positive attitudes towards social 
workers. 
It should also be noted that the patient's perceptions 
and attitudes towards his illness (including his evaluation 
of its severity and the degree to which he is incapacitated) 
will also bear upon his initiative in asking for help and his 
acceptance of services preferred. Some mention should be mad 
too, of the influence of the patient's pathology upon his 
awareness and evaluation of his own needs and strengths. We 
must remember, however, that although regression, distortions 
::>f reality, turmoil, and other aspects of illness will undoub 
edly affect his perceptions, he re~cts to the hospital in·· 
terms of his total persor:ality. It is witrc his current per-
21. Steinlein, "Casework in a Psychiatric Hospital", J. 
of Psychiatric Soc:Je. l Work, Vol.XVII, Winter 1947-48. -
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ception s of soc is. 1 worker, inspired by pathological attitudes 
or not, that 1~e a:re concerned here. "Those who are attempt-
ing to bring about the rehabilitation of the patient must de-
termine the existing ability of the patient and develop ex-
periences which fit his existent functioning capacity."22 
It is a basic assumption of this study that social work-
ers do perform services, direct and indirect, in the early 
phases of hospitalization and that these services are ac-
cepted by the profession and other hospital personnel as a 
legitimate and necessary part of their role. This is consis-
tent with the concept of rehabilitation, as "a process ..• 
which starts immediately after the patient's admission iD the 
hospital, is concurrent with, and part of treatment. 11 23 It 
is also the case however, that "there are obvious differences 
in social work responsibility among hospitals with different 
pro"rams and ,~ifferent uses of social work during the early 
peri_od of hospitalization."24 Some programs are quite rou-
tinized and others are informal. The present study takes 
place in a setting where social work functions in relation 
to admission are routine, including reception of the pa-
tients and securing of social history (part of the total di-
agnostic procedure). Further contacts, however, with either 
patients or relatives are elected on the basis of individual 
22. Schwartz, C., "Rehabilitation of Mental Patients," 
Public Health l1onographs, No. 17, p. 29. 
23. Schwartz, ££·cit., p. 2 
24. Berkman, T., ££·cit., p.2. 
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case considers ti 0ns, and are often dependent upon the "grape-
vine" system of communication of needs for service. 
Although differences in programs exist, the literature 
-
on psychiatric rehabilitation reflects the belief on the part 
of most mental hospitals that there are needs for social ser-
vice in the early period of hospitalization. 11 The best treat 
ment can be e;i ven to the patient when social service has been 
an 1n tegral part of the treatment plan throughout hospitalize 
tion."25 This study is directed towards the end of better 
underst~ din~ of the patient~~ relevant attitudes and percep-
tions of social workers, lead~ng to more effective service 
during this phase of hospitalization. 
25. Ibid, p. 41 
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF ?EE SAMPLE 
As discussed in the Introduction, it is known from both 
clinical experience and reseerch investip:ations that social 
characteristics lnfluence the patient-client's use of psychia 
tric and casework services. Socio-cultural traits are opera-
tive in the choice of t~eatment by the helping person; the 
values, norms, and behavior patterns will influence the na-
ture of participation in these Vll,rious forms of help.l,2 
This chapter will present some of the social characteristics 
of the patients in this study which may be related to his per 
cepti~ns and use of casework in this hospital. 
Age and Sex Distribution 
It can be seen from the following table that the sample 
chosen for this study was a youthful one. 'rhis appears to be 
representative or the hospital population as a wh"le, which 
most of the time tends to be composed of patients middle-aged 
or younger. This fact is to a large extent the resLJ.lt of the 
ph1losoph:l surrounding admission procedures, which in turn is 
influenced by the philosophy of the hospital. Being a "thera 
peutically oriented" l>ospital, admissions tend to be of the 
1. Galla~her, E., A Study of Patienthood 1n a Mental 
Hospital, unnublished Ph.D. thesis. 
2. Ripp:).e, L., "Hotivation, Capacity, and Opportunity as 
Related to Use of Casework Service'', Social Service Review, 
No. 2, 1955, p. 87. 
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acute type, not of long-standi!'lg duration, and which are thus 
belie'led to be better prognostic risks. Table I shows the ex 
act distribution of a~e and sex of the sample. 
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF A "'E AND S3X 
Ar:t:e Number of Patients 
I1ale Female Total 
16-2.5 years 4 2 6 
26-3.5 years 1 3 4 
36-~5 years 1 1 2 
46-.55 years 1 1 
'IDTAL 4 6 13 
It must be noted that extreme concentration of ages below 
thirty five may greatly influence the kind of mater:al which 
is obtained. It will undoubtedly affect the social data 
(such as employment, family constellation, and living arrange 
menta.). This factor may also, however, influence more subt-
ly the kinds of attitudes and perceptiors which the inter-
vie1v aL~s at eliciting, since attitudes frequently change ac-
cording to maturity and experience. (For instance, in this 
particular study, material pertaining to attitudes towards 
authority or independence-dependence will be colored by the 
fact that these are some of the central problems of this 
sta 7e in life.) 
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Occupation 
Table 2 shows tm t nine of the sample were "unemployed" 
immediately prior to hosp'talization and four were hospital-
ized while still engaged in their respective occupations. 
("Occupation" is used here to include that of student and 
housewife.) The fact that the rna jori ty of the sample were no 
actively working at their usual occupations is indicative of 
the nrobabili ty that mental illness often leads to hospital-
ization only after several months of severe incapacitation. 
The large number of patients who were students is related to 
the concentration ~f arres between sixteen and twenty-five. 
TABLE 2 
OCCUPATION PRIOR TO HOSPITALIZATION 
Occupation Employed Unemployed Total 
Professional 
Write collar 1 2 3 
Student 2 4 6 
Laborer 1 1 2 
Housewife 2 2 
TOTAL 4 9 13 
The fact that such a large percentage of the group was unable 
to work (or attend school, as the case may be) might conceiva 
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bly affect the kinds of concerns patients have and might thus 
affect the services requested of social workers (i.e. assis-
tance wtth the reestablishment of employment or substitute 
arrange8ents, such as financial assistance, homemaker ser-
vices for housewl.ves, or special academic arrangements.) 
Significant Social Relationships 
""he first function of the social worker is to represent 
the hospital to the family of the patient ••• she helps the fam 
ily solve the problems generated by the hospitalization. 11 3 
It would follow from this, a statement which is substantiated 
by the findings which will be presented later, that the so-
cial worker often becomes very quickly identified in the pa-
tient•s mind with the relatives or other significant figures 
in his life who are instrumental in his hospitalizatior or wh 
maintain close contact with him while he remains in the hos-
nital. It is then valuable to know whom the patient consider 
his most important ties. Table 3 indicates the nature of the 
relationships the patients in this sample cited as most mean-
iw-ful to them. These are tabulated according to the age of 
the patients. 
This distribution is what we would predict; the younger 
the patient, the more likely it is that parents will be the 
key figures socially and emotionally, and with the olier pa-
tients, spouses, siblings, and friends become more significan • 
3. Barrabee, P., "A Study of a Mental 1-iosnital;the Effec 
of its Structure on its Functions ."Ph.D. Thesis, Department o 
Social Relatl ons, Harvard Universit 1951. -
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These differences will tend to be reflected in the member of 
the family constellation whom the social worker chooses to 
have contacts with and also the inter-familial conflicts 
in which she may become involved. (Parent-child conflicts, 
marital tensions, or sibling rivalries.) These factors will 
then influence the perceptions the patient may have of the 
social worker. 
TABLE 3 
P~SONS MENTIONED AS CLOSEST RELATIONSHIPS 
BY A'}E OF PATIENT 
Relationship Age 




Spouse 2 2 
Sibling 1 2 
Friend 1 









Prior to hospitalization three members of the group had 
been living alone, three were living with friends, three were 
living with their spouses, and four were living with parents. 
Since a large proportion of the group had been living with 
other people, it is less likely that they will feel the need 
to rely on social service for assistance in this area. The 
following table compares this datB with that of table 3 
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. 
(Persons Menti~ned as Closest Relative). 
TABLE 4 
LIVING ARRANGEY!ENTS AND PERSONS 
HENTIQ;\TD AS CLOSEST REL~ TIVE 
Relationship Living Arrangements 
Alone Friends Spouse Parents 




Sibling 3 1 
Friend 2 
'lD 'Il\ L 5 3 5 
The table shows tbat the catients who were living alone felt 
closest to friends or siblin~, those who were closest to 
spouses were living with them (one patient was living with 
her husband and mother), and the five patients who were liv-
ing with their parents mentioned their mothers (and sibling) 
as closest relative. Seven patients wePe married (two were 
d'.vorced and remarried) and six were single. Two of the mar-
ried patients were separated from their snouses. 
Education 
Four natients finished from one to two years of high 
school, and six were high school graduates. Three patients 
were attending college aod graduate school. This distributio 
is typical of the wide range of social and economic groups 
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recresentei by the patients in this hospital. Although it is 
a state hospital, its world-wide reputation as a center for 
training and research and its stress ~n the treatment ~f acut 
l.llness tends to bring to the hospital a high population of 
students of upper middle class origin. Three of the four pa-
tients who had finished ~ne or two years of high school were 
presently attending high school and had plans for college. 
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CHAPTER III 
A TI'I TUDES SURROUNDING HOS PirA LIZA TION 
We discus sed in the Introduction the likelihood that pa-
tients may easily transfer attitudes associated w'th the hos-
pitalizati~n experience as a whole (inclusive of the events 
and pressures Which preceded it) to the various categories of 
personnel within the hospital including the social worker. 
These "displacements" of attitude will influence the ima::e 
the nat ien t formulates of the members of the treatment 11 team" 
and will to a great extent determine the use he makes of thea 
opportunities for help. This is particularly true in the cas 
of the social worker, whose role it is to be the link between 
the patient and the outSide world, and who plays a key part 
in the admission procedure. (The effects of the social work-
er 1 s role at the time of admission upon the patient 1 s image 
of the social worker will be presented in Chapter V.) 
Perception of Reason for Hospitalization 
The reasons patients ~ave for their hospitalization fell 
into five groups. Some patients gave more than one reason fo 
their need to be hospitalized, so that the frequency with 
wl-ich each of these were mentioned will be tabulated, rather 
than one reason given by each patient. The five general 
groups of reasons were as follows: 1. Relief of symptoms 
causing personal discomfort, 2. Relief of symptoms causing 
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difficulties in social adjustment, 3. Help with persomlity 
problems of lonc::-standing nature and less concern with acute 
symptoms, 4. Family unable to tolerate behavior of patient, 
and 5. Other outside pressures with patient taking little re-
sponsibility for de cis ion. The first category was cited most 
frequently (six times) as cause for hospitalization. Illus-
trative of this category are the following statements: 
"I didn't feel good; I felt nE!r'vous, tense, and 
m1.xed up." 
"Myself is my biggest worry. I am obsessed with 
certain thou hts and it is exhausting to think 
every minute . 11 
The second category was mentioned five times by these pa-
tient s. Remarks which illustrate this category are as fol-
lows: 
"I knew I couldn't continue to function every day." 
"I couldn't seem to get down tow ork at school." 
"I can't seem to get along with kids my age." 
The third caterwry was mentioned twice. One patient said: 
11 I feel that I have always been indecisive, afraid 
of changes, and of people leaving me. I want help 
with these problems." 
Another stated: 
"I feel incapable of getting 'married, running a home 
and family. My boy friend •.;ants to get married and 
I get very frightened • 11 
Two patients gave as reasons for their hospitalization state-
ments which are representative of the fourth category. One 
pe.tient commented: 
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"Everyone in my family thought it was a good idea 
for me to come. 11 
Another said: 
"I wanted to get out of everyone 1 s way. I was 
causing them too much trouble to stay home." 
The fifth category of statements was characterized by the 
fact that patient attributed reasons wholly to outside pres-
sures and took no responsibility ata 11 for the decision. 
Thev presented themselves as wholl.y without control in the 
situation, with little understanding of the outside pressures 
w~ich were brought to bear and which were arbitrary and in-
comprehensible. One patient said: 
"I came to the hospital because my doctor put my 
name on the waiting list.'' 
Another said: 
"My doctor thought I needed some pills and shock 
treatments." 
It is clear that patients have varying degrees of insight in 
to the reason for their hospitalization, that they assume 
varying degrees of responsibility for oarticipat ion in the 
decision, ~hat they perceive their problems differently and 
have very different expectations of the hospital. All these 
factors relate to the paitient's perception and use of the so-
cial worker in the hospital. 
Key Apent of Hospitalizat'on as 
Perceived by the Patient 
The person whom Datient perceives as most instrumental 
in arrano-lng for hospitalization is not always reflected by 
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the legal autr·ority under which he comes to the hospitBl. 
In this sample, the patients were either adml tt ed under Sec-
tion 79, the ten-day committment by a doctor for,observation, 
/ 
or Section 86, a voluntary com:nittment. Table f1, however, 
shows who the oatient saw as primarily responsible for his 
hospi talizat 1on. 
I] 
TA3IE 4 
Kb"Y AGENT OF HOSPITALIZA C'ION AS PERC:2IV.2:D BY 
PA T:L":NT AND LEGAL A UT;''ORITY UWJER 'iJ'riiC £ HE CAl·lE 
-
Legal Au tho ri ty Patient's Perce2tion 
Dr. Family Self J:<'riend Agency 
Section 79 4 2 1 1 
Section 86 2 2 1 
'ro~L 6 4 1 1 1 
Half of the patients adm1tted under Section 79 saw persons 
other t'•an the doctor as the significant person in planning 
for hospitalization. None of the patients who came on "vol-
untRPY commi ttments" (Section 86) saw themselves as the pri-
mary source of incentive for hospHalization. Eight of these 
oatients expressed some negative attitudes towards the per-
sons they cited a~ responsible for hospitalization. F~r in-
stance, one boy said: 
"A friend of mine (a girl, she's older) thought I 
needed some help She took me to the Mass. General 
and they sent me here. I guess I can't trust my 
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d 11 frien s anymore. 
or as stated by another patient: 
11 Hy husband was most in favor of my comins here. 
doctor a7reed, but I think my husband persuaded 
J don 1 t need to be here. 11 
The 
him. 
Three patients expressed positive feelings towards the person 
whom they regarded as most instrumental in effecting hospi-
talization, and saw their interest as helpful and in their 
best interests. For example, 
"A social worker from the X Hospital suggested I 
come here --she thought it would help to relax my 
nerves, and I think she ''as right." 
One person expressed some mixed feelings: 
"I didn't want to come at first when mv doctor said 
I should, but then I saw it was for the best." 
The one patient who felt that she had taken the most initia-
tive in arranging for hospitalization expressed some disagree 
ment w'th her family about tospitalization: 
"I thou.c:ht I should come and get my problems 
straightened out. i'IY family doesn't understand 
menta 1 illness, they don 1 t think I'm really sick. 11 
Thus, we can see that oatientsare often in great disagreement 
with perscn s responsible for them about the decision to be 
hospitalized. It is well known from clicical experience that 
the motivation of the patient for help and the image he has 
of the helping person is often at the start affected to a 
larp;e extent by the path he has traveled in arriving for help 
If his experiences have been negative he will often be less 
accessible and l"lart of this will ·)e due to phantasies he has 
of the helping person. We could predict, then, that since 
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so many of these patients appear to have had :nany conflicts 
surrounding the issue of hospitalization, that theirwh~ atti-
tudes towards and expecta ticn s of the hospital would be colore 
by this. 
Perception of Severity of Illness an~ 
Expectation of Length of Hospitalization 
If a patient feels himself to be very ill and in need 
of a lonf" period of hospitalization, it is more likely that 
he will expect to employ the services of various hospital per 
sonnel, Some patients, however, for many reasons, expect to 
he in the hospital for only a brief time and do not perceive 
themselves to be severely ill and therefore in need of much 
out~ide help. 
In this o;roup nine of the thirteen patients interviewed 
saw themselves as what we will call 11 moderat ely ill". State-
ments :from which this category was formulated were: 
11 I feel that I have some problems, but I am not as 
bad as s orne of the others • 11 
"I am not as sick as some people here, but I do 
agree with the doctor that there is s omethinc wrong." 
The four remaining patients regarded themselves as not very 
ill at all, as compared with most of the ot;her ootients. How 
ever, some members who fell into this category expressed thei 
anxiety that they would become ill if made to stay in the hos 
pi tal. 
Fou~ patients had no idea of [-ow long they expected to 
be hospitAlized, and stated in most cases that 11 The doctors 
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will decide . 11 Three patient expected to be in the hosoi tal 
one month or less, and six patients expected to ,Je hospital-
ized from one to six mont':s. According to these findings, 
it appears that most patients tend to expect some rather 
lengthy period of hospitalization. 
Initial Reaction to the Hospital 
""he patients' initial impressioo s of the hosoital en-
vironment as a whole were elicited during the interview. 
Six patients expressed a considerable de~ree of dissatisfac-
tion based en 'specifJ_c complaints about the hosoital proce-
dures and/or physical facilities. Some patients were rather 
' vague and merely expressed general dislike of being in a men-
tal hosnital. Some :>f these comments were: 
"I'm not getting any treatment here." (meaning somatic 
treatments) 
"I'm frightened of being in the hospital, especially 
the staff meetings. There seems to be so much con-
fusion and people always trying to make me so to the 
different activities. The attendant follows me all 
over." 
"I find there is almost no privacy in the hospital. 
Also, I feel kind of lost among all these people who 
are strangers to me." 
Four patients expressed some mixed feelinss about the hospi-
tal. These comments tended to be based on some ambivalence 
towards the idea of bei.ng in a position which the patient re-
gards as dependent. Other statements regarded as "mixed" 
reflected both positive and negative feelino:s towards the 
limits set by the hospital, which the ratients found both re-
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assuring and restricting. Some of these remarks were as fol-
lows: 
"I am getting used to the hospital because I have to. 
The trou~ is you get too used to it--I don't like 
to feel too comfortable here." 
"I like the hospital--but the rules are too strict. 
I don't think i should have to go to bed so early." 
(This patient is an adolescent boy who, durinc>: the 
interview, responded in a negati'Te way towards all 
the li:nits imposed by the hospital.) 
Three of the natients expressed quite positive feeU.ngs to-
wards the hospital. Ihey felt comfortable and certain they 
could be helped here. They had already begun to establish 
relationships with other patients ani wl.th some staff members 
particularly the student nurses. Tney found the hospital a 
generally warm and accepting place and a relief from the pres 
sures many of them had been experiencing at home and in the 
community. Onepatient said: 
11 I have confidence in the type of treatment I am 
getti.ng here and in the doctors. The staff allows 
vou to think about your problems and doe sn 1 t pun-
Ish or scold you for the things you do." 
Another said: 
"I like the hospital. It's much bette~ than it was 
at home. There I just sat watching the clock. 
Here there are lots of thinc:s to do." 
These nat ients seemed to find the hospi.ta 1 most satisfactory 
and seemed to be able to make use of the various therapeutic 
opportunities offered within the hospital community most 
quickly. They were much less bothered by scme of the realis-
ttcally difficult aspects of h<B pi tal life (i.e. disturbances 
of other patients, being presented at staff conferences, etc. 
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than the otherpatients. 
We would expect that patients who were able to relate 
more positively at first tothe hospital community as a whole, 
would also be more prone to utilize the services of various 
catec:ories of personnel in the first weeks of hospitalization 
end that their generally positive attitudes towards the hos-
nita 1 would contribute to a post ti ve image of the social 
worker as a member of that community. 
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CFAPTER IV 
A TTITD:pES SPcCIFICA LLY RE:LA TED TO 
PATIENT 1 Sv'PERCEPTIONS 0"' THE SOCIAL '11"0RKER 
We have discussed previously the notion that patients' 
more generalized attitudes towards their relatives and to-
wards authority will influence their perceptions of the socl.a 
worker. In addition, past contacts with social workers, and 
the patient's ideas about the functions of the social worker 
are central to the purposes of the present study. Material 
related to these factors will be presented in this section. 
Attitudes Towards Relatives 
Since it is the unique function of the social worker 
in the hospital to deal with tile relatives of the patients, 
it is relevant to ascertain the nature of the patiert; s 1 atti-
tudes towards their relatives. These attitudes may easily in 
fluence the pa+ient' s attitudes towards the social worker, as 
the social worker quickly becomes l.dentified with them in the 
patient's mind. If the patient is resentful towards the rela 
tive who had him committed, these feeli.ngs are likely to con-
tribute to his image of the social worker. 
Comments made concerning relatives fell into three gen-
eral categories; positive, negative, and ambivalent. Eight 
of the patients expressed very mixed feelings towards their 
close relatives. Characteristic of these remarks were the 
following statements; 
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"I think that I am closest to my mother, but I 
fight with my father a sood deal. Ee is ashamed 
of my being in the hos oi ta 1 and won r t let me tell 
any of my friends." 
"Sometimes I feel close to my sister and sometimes 
I don't want to have anything to do with her." 
Only three patients expressed predominantly negative atti-
tudes towards relatives, indicating no desire to maintain con-
tacts With them. These comments were: 
"I feel uncomfortable with my relatives. They are 
like strangers to me arrl I have no desire for them 
to visit me." 
"I don't like to go home to my parents'. It's 
dreary there and they argtE all the time." 
Two patients verbalized primarily positive feelings towards 
their relatives. In both cases, relatives visited often and 
were very supportive, according to the patients. Both were 
anxious to return home and to reestablish the relationship 
just as it had been. 
The fact that such a large percentage of the group ex-
pressed rather ambivalent attitudes towards the significant 
relatives in their lives is probably indicative of the fact 
that many of the patients were engaged in serl.ous interpersona 
conflicts with close relatives. The illness probably devel-
oped within the context of these conflicts. 
Atti'tudes Towards Doctors as 
Authority Figures in the Hospital 
It is known from clinical experience that clients often 
invest the social worker with the authority of the agency. 
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In this case, the authority of the hospital is invested by 
the patient in the ima7e of 1he social worker. Since the doc 
tors in this hospital are o:enerally considered by both pa-
tients and the staff to be the prime au~hority figures, ques-
tions during the interview designed to elicit attitudes in 
this area were phrased iL terms of doctors rather than the 
staff in c;eneral. Patients 1 attitudes again fell into three 
gcenera 1 groups. Five patients expressed predominantly posi-
tive feelin~s towards the hospital medical staff, three were 
primarily negative, and five patients expressed mixed feel-
ings. Patients who spoke positively said: 
"The doctors seem very human; I don't feel any great 
separation between them and me, they give me the 
feelinz tl:at we are all human." 
Those who commented in a negative vein said things like: 
"The doctors are stuffy, accusing, and cross. I 
don't find them helpful." 
"I'm fr4ghtened of the doctors and won't really 
talk to them. It's like when I was working--I 
couldn 1 <; ever speak up to my boss." 
Patients who expressed ambivalence towards the doctors made 
remarks such as this: 
"The doctors are quite reserved (not warm--i:Jut 
distant). With them it's all business--but I 
suppose that's really for the best." 
It is clear that the patients who had the most positive atti-
tudes towards the hospital autl'orities (perceived by all as 
the doctors) viewed the hospital as a very democratic commun-
ity with little separation between the staff and the patients 
On the other hand, patients who saw the authority figure in 
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the bosni tal in a negative light saw them as punitive, dis-
tent, end threatening. 
Previous Contacts with Socia 1 Workers 
The great majority of the sample (nine) had had no con-
tacts previously with social WC!Irk services. One patient had 
a brief contact through the Cemmunity Extension Service of 
tllis hospital which is a service provided in orlier to work 
with families towards preventing the hospitalization of those 
Ill. tients on the waiting list. Three of the patients had had 
contacts of a more lengthy and intense nature with social 
I 
worleers. In one case this involved regular end frequent con-
tacts with medical social worker at a local hospital for a 
period of about six months. 'Ibis patient was a forty-two 
year old single woman with few close emotional ties and no ma 
terial resources. Hospitalized in a general hospital for wha 
appear to be severe anxiety symptoms, she was helped by the 
social worker ina supportive relationship to leave the hos-
pital and find a new job. In the patient's words: 
"The social worker helped me a lot .while I was look-
ing for a new job. We talked over my feelings and 
she gave me more confidence in myself • 11 
Another patient who had had previous contacts with socia 
workers was a thirty year oli man badly crippled with arthri-
tis who had up to this time been inaccessible to programs ef 
rehabilitation. Unable to work, and leading a rather lonely 
and isolated life at home most of the time with his mother, 
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be was able tJ make use of a group work activities program at 
a near-by settlement house. 1-:;e found this group of other 
young adults helpful and established a very positive rela-
tionship with the group leader. In addition, this patient 
had had brief contacts in the past with caseworkers who helpe 
him in obtaining part-time work and with whom he talked over 
some of his fes linrrs. It was one of fuese workers who s ug-
rested to him that he be hospitalized. With refard to these 
experiences he said: 
"I liked the o-roup because it gave me something tD do 
dL1ring the day and people I coul,] talk to who had 
nroblems too. The group leader was very nice. 
The social worker at the Blank Eosoital talked to 
me and thought I should come here for my nerves." 
It appears that these previous contacts helped him to be more 
accessible for help w!_th his emotional pro·:,lems which pre-
vented him from utilizing opportunities for physical and so-
cial rehabilitati::m. 
The third petient who had had direct contacts with so-
cial workers over a long period of time was a twenty-nine yea 
old woman, who si.nce the age of fifteen had had contacts with 
two different cl·:ild guidance clinics and other social agen-
cies. Fer anger and rebelliousness towardsall figures of 
authority were reflected in her remarks about the social work-
ers whom she bad known in the past. It is hard to evaluate, 
however, whether her very negative attitude towards social 
workers was based on realistically poor experiences in the 
past, or whether her an"er at having been hospitalized was thE 
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predominant factor. rhe fact is, however, tba t for what ever 
r•eason, this patient evaluates her paS; experiences with so-
cial workers at the present time as having been decidedl;'i un-
pleasant and useless to her in hel':ing her to soJ_ve her prob-
lems. She said of the social workers she has known; 
"Socl_al workers are all cut out of the same mold. 
They make pretty speeches and appear to be under-
standing but they really arentt. Toey all make 
simnle things very complicated." 
Suet an attitude will undoubtedly influence this patient's 
use of the social service fac1lities within tte hospital. 
Perception of the Function of the Social Worker 
Patients had many different ideas concer•ning the func-
tlon ::>f the social Horker '"Joth in general and inside the hc:Js-
nita 1. Host oati ent s did not make a dis tinction between so-
cial work performed within the hc:Jspital and in the community, 
but many did cite one important function of the social worker 
as "helping with the outside". This seems to indicate an 
awareness of the unique aspects ::>f the social worker's role i 
an institutional setti•1g. Patients• percepti::lns of what so-
clal workers do were mostly phrased in terms of various ac-
tivities. ( Tni s is interesting in that this met hod of de-
fining the role of the social worker is found frequently in 
social work literature. Only in the rast few years have 
writers in the field begun to conceptualize a',out the role 
of the social Horker in broader and more abstract terms.) 
The comments made by patients fell into four general 
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p·roups. Three pe:tients saw the social worker's prime func-
tion as ~ealin7 with relatives, Mrs. ~. made the following 
remarks: 
"The social worker is the r:o between with patients 
and relatives. They help-with the outside world. 
You can tell what they do fromthe word 1 social 1 • 
If I had no relatives, she would visit me." 
:-Uss ~1. stated her impressions of what the social worker does 
in this way: 
"The social worker helps with problems inside the hos-
pital and outside. They act as a buffer between pa-
tients and relatives." 
Hr. P. said: 
"Social workers try to be helpfLJ.l. 'Ibey contact 
re la t i ve s • 11 
The second group of patients saw social workers as help-
infl' primarily with reality problems and providing tangible 
services. The following; statements were made: 
Miss M.: 11 Social workers help in many ways. They 
help with Droblems, not nerves. (.Patient makes 
distinction between inner and outer problems.) 
They help with thin?s like jobs, money, etc." 
Mr. E.: "'Ibe social worker helps with things like 
school, money and apartments." 
Nr. S.: 11 The social worker gives out money. I get 
this idea from the Depression--maybe they do 
obher things now ,n 
Three patients saw social workers as helping with both real-
ity problems and with relatl.ves. For instance: 
Miss C.: nsocial workers help with problems such as 
children from broken homes, retarded children. 
They also talk to relatives about things that 
might be bothering the patient at home. 11 
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TWo patients saw social workers as helping primarily with 
one's inner feelings. (It should be noted that these pa-
tients were of the group who had had previous contact with 
social workers of a lcmg term and supportive nature.) Mr. 
E., who also perceived the social worker as helping with real 
ity problems said: 
"The social worker is there to help you with your 
nerves too. I think it 1 s good to have someone to 
talk tet. 11 
Four patients had either no idea or enly very vague notions 
of what the social worker is expected to do. Three of these 
patients, however, although they could not define clearly whe 
they meant, perceive« the social worker as a "helping person. 
Mrs. A.: 11 'lhe social worker makes H easy for pa-
tients. They take care of anything that is 
needed." 
Mrs. B.: "I have no idea what the social worker 
does. Maybe Y££ can tell me." (Patient's 
predominant at tude of anger at the hospital 
prompted a rather belligerentraaponse.) 
Mr. c.: "Social werkers take notes. They help out." 
Mr. D.: "'!he social werker is sone one who gets re-
ports. She helps with the outside." 
It is clear that most of the patients perceived the so-
cial worker's role as that of a helping person who deals with 
the rea 11 ty and familial problems 0f the Pl. tient predominant-
ly "on the outside". A sizable number of the sample, however, 
had only vague ideas of ways in which the social worker could 
be helpful. The fact 1hat se manJ patients saw accurately 
the social worker's role in relatioo to relatives, a function 
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unique to the social worker in this k' nd of setting where 
the doctor is nrimarily responsible for the patient, must be 
at least in part attributed to experiences within the hospi-
tal. (It should be noted that the basic famUy-centered ap-
proach of all social work is a fairly sophisticated concept 
and probably not too well comprehended by the public.) For 
these reasons, the pati.ents were asked to evaluate and com-
ment uron the experiences alrea ay had dur ine: this hospital-
ization with the social service depaPtment and their plans 
f'or future use of this service. This attempt to evaluate 
the nature of the fo:rmal and informal communications between 
the social worker and the patient which had so far taken 
~lace will be covered in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
MOTIVATION 'ro PARTICIPATE IN CASEWORK 
SERVICES 
Awareness of Contacts at Admission ani Resultias 
Impressions aal EXpectations of Future SerYlee 
All pa tieR ts but one recollectei the seeial worker' a 
presence at the tiM ef admiaai<ll • Despite this awareness, 
hew ever, seven of the thi:r teeD patients in te:rviewei hat •• 
memory of having had iefinei fer them tile social w .. ker's 
:role, and thus, they kai •• clear-cut expectations of futuro 
service from tl!le social werker. Remarks auch as those taat 
fellow were made: 
"I think the social worker, the nurse and tao dec-
tor were all there when I was admittei to tbe hos-
pital. I don't remember anything the aecial worker 
said. 11 
"I knew tee social worker was there when I came lle:re 
but I ioa't :remember mer name or if she said ahe 
would see me again •11 
Fellt' patients not onl:r remea8e:red tile social worker's pres-
ence at admission, but came awa:r with a netien ef what tao 
social wa:rker could u for them a11i with definite expeeta-
tiens of future service. Remarks such as these were made: 
"Miss P. talked to me the day of admissia and told 
me tba t she could help with an:r pre blems I had in 
the hespltal and with a job whea I get out. 11 
"Miss N. was there when I came to the hospital. I 
theught she would be talking to m:r relathes bo-
ca use alae aske ci for t be i:r adi:res s." 
The one patient who had no awareness of the social worker at 
the time of admiasiea aaid: 
"I was Yery confused. I bave ae memory of talkiag 
to Miss L. at the time, but I knew she has talke( 
to my wife. aioce." 
Although most of these patients had defioite recollec-
tion& of the seeial worker at the time of admiasion, it is 
eYident that at this time tae social workers in geaeral dii 
oet succeed in communicating te the patients what their role 
would be in their recovery. It is not possible ta evaluate 
whether this was iue te the social worker's :ta ilure to clari-
fy this tor the patient, ar due to the anxietJ or eeutuaiea of 
the patieat at tais ti•e, vhica was ae great as to prevent 
his eomprehensien of the explanatioa. In any ease, in a aa-
jerity of the group, this communication ~atveea the worker 
and patieat iid Rot succeasfully take place at the aimiasien. 
Perceptiens at tae social worker's role must have been baaei 
en experiences er attitudes formulated before aespitalizatian 
er upen eemmunicatiens betwaelll the patient ani tae werker be-
tween the time of admiss1• aacl the researca imterview. 
Direct Ceptacts with tae Social Worker Since Admission 
Six of tae patients had had ne iirect contacts wita tae 
social worker since the time ef aimissioa. Five patienta aad 
aad contacts which were initiated by the worker. All ef 
these contacts as describei by the patients conaisted of tile 
social worker 11 dreppiag by11 for a social cast, to see 11 hew 
the patieat was gettilllg alOII!;11 111 the 1tespital. Most of 
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these patieats expressed seme discomfort at the informality 
ani unpredictability of these visits. One patieat said: 
"The social worker never makes definite appoiatmeats 
and I never knew whem I'm goiug to bump into her. 
I den't think she's really interested in me." (Patient interprets social worker's behavior aa 
rejection.) 
Another patient in this gr.-p perceived the informality of 
the social worker's visits as a kind ef attempt to catch aim 
unawares and to "investigate him". Two patients in this 
group found that taere were problems with whica tao social 
worker could help them, which they would not have ct~taulted 
her about had sae not ~nitiatei tae caatact. 
Two patieata actually t.itiatei contacts wita the ao-
cial worker on their own. One of these paUemts waatei help 
with changing his job in the aospital, ani tae otaer patie•t' 
problem concerned asking the worker to procure some clothing 
from his family. Problems brought to the social worker were 
requa$ s for help with reality problems both inside and out-
side the hospital. Both of these patients who initiated con-
tacts en their own ned haf.previous experience with social 
workers prior to hospitalization. (One of these patients was 
the ene who described her experience in such aegative terms.) 
Knowledge and EvaluatieD of Iadirect Services 
An attempt was made to investigate the patie•t's aware-
ness of indirect services performed by social workers in his 
behalf, ani his evaluation of their relationship to his ewn 
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rehabilitation. In all but t~e of the thirteen cases, the pa 
tients ~ere a~are of social ~orkers' contacts with relatives 
and other cemmuaity agencies. In oaly four of these cases 
did the social urker, according to what tl:le patieat said, 
ask permiaaion ar imform tme patient directly ef these con-
tacts. In tbe other four cases, the patient subsequently 
found out about this fr111m tile relative. (In one of the four 
instances ~here the patient's consent was requested, it ~as 
refused, but the relatives ~ere contacted regardless.) In 
the ot8 r cases, permise :ten was • btai nei. 
F:tTe patients saw these contacts as related in seme ai-
vantageeus way to their treatment program. Charactaris tie af 
these responses are tllle fallawillg: 
"Miss L. has been talking ~ith my husltan4 and bretur. 
At first I resented it, but I can see that it is ffll.' tlu 
patient 1 s own goad. The patient mi~ht be hiding seme-
thiag tl:la t the relet he could tell. 
"Mills N. talkei ta my friend who breught me here. I 
~as glad because it is tiifficul t for me to talk a'llout 
myself." 
Three of these five patients were those ~aese censent to con-
tact rela tlYes had been requested. On the otlller hand, eight 
ef the patients expressed negative feeliEI~ tewaris social 
service contacts with relatives. ~ese remarks reflected 
suspiciausness, feal'll ef disclosure of "personal" matters, 
and denial of the significance of his relatives. There was 
also resentment regarding the fa !lure ef the social ~erker 
te include the patient by asking his consent to talk with tae 
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relative. TRese cemaeats were maae: 
"Now that yeu mention it, I wentlerea waat the social 
worker ana my mether have been saying abeut me." 
"The sec ial we rker asks my parents a beut preblems at 
home that might be upsetting me. I don 1 t see lulw 
this helps as I have ne preblems at home." 
"After tbe social w.,rker oallea my sister, she askea 
if I'd mind. I theugat that was pretty stupii." 
It is evident that the patient whese participation was en-
ceuragei by aski~ his censent to talk with relatives had 
mere positive attitudes tewards tlll!s aspect of serYice and 
saw it as a helpful ana integral part of his treatment pre-
gram. 
Prime Cencerns of tae Patient Currently 
The neeas ef the patient as he sees tmem will undeubtea-
ly influence tae nature •~ his use ef tae existing oppertu.-
ities for help within tile ilespitsl. The coacerns waicll pa• 
tients had fell into feur broai categeries. The first, im-
cludea needs which the p~tienta felt were specifically re-
latei te tae aespital setting, such as changes in reom ar-
rangements, work pregram, money fer persenal supplies, tele-
phoning, etc. This type ef concern was mentioned seven times 
The secend category ef needs whick the patients felt 
were problems relmei to their separation from the cemmunity. 
These incluiej relatiensmips with empleyers, laai-leris, ani 
scheels, suppert ef families iuring bespitalization, secur-
ing new jebs, and tile like. These serts of cencerns were mea 
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tlaned ten times. (Many Gf taese were ce>ncerns that pa-
tients felt in relation to leaving the hospital, eYen taeuga 
it was found that most patients expectei to be hespitalizei 
for a substantial duration of time.) This would indicate 
that even early in hospitalization, patients have concerns 
about the future ani seem to indicate a w1 sh to begin plan-
niag. It should also be mentionei that b0ta groups of pa-
tients who were employed up until hospitalization and uaable 
to work prier te hospitalization aai concerns in this area. 
The third category of concerns mentioned by patients 
were preblems relatei to taeir families, specifically in re-
lation to hospitalization. Taese worries includei such mat-
ters as prevision ef' temporary placements f'er clililliren er 
homemaker services, difficulties in working aut visiting 
schedule mutually satisfactory te patients and relatives 
(same felt relatives visitei tee often, ethers net f'requently 
eneugh), ani lack ef understanding en the part ef' relltives 
of' the patient's distress. In relation te families, concerns 
ranged f'rem the need f'er the prevision ef' tangible resources 
to improvements in tae relatives' attitudes tewards the pa-
tients' illness. Such concerns were mentiened seven times by 
patients. Tile last grouping ef coac•ras which tile patients 
described as upper-meat in taeir miads referred primarily te 
a prec:~ccupation wi ta tlullir ewa inaer problems, anxlet ios, and 
symptoms. Seven patients describe• such dif'ficulties as 
these. 
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Patient's Plans for Coping with These Problems 
Feur patients felt tbat they were capable of reselving 
these aifficulties on tlll.eir own. All four patients were in 
the sixteen to twenty-five age range, ancl expresseli some ty-
Jl)ieal aiolescent concerns alJeut imiepenience. They relate• 
their desires to "stand en their owa two feet" to the inner 
problems whieil ltaa necessitated their hospitalization aaa fer 
which they laad stated they wanteli help, (a reflecti:m et 
ambivalence around this issue). Typical of these remarks 
were: 
"I want to learn how to 
solve my e1:1n problems. 
them." 
make my own decisions and 
I aon•t neea any help with 
"I thiak it's undignitiet to take help fromGtlllers." 
"I ten 't like the iliea Gf having te go eut of the 
hospital with a social worker era nurse. I'd 
rather wait and go alone ta fix up my apartment." 
Three of these patients were of the greup whe dioi not julige 
themselves to be really ill. 
Five patients stateli that ,with the aelp of their rela-
tives they ceulli straighten eRt mest ef the reality preblems 
and that they coulli alse werk eut oa their ewn some of tlll.eir 
interpersonal difficulties. 
"My parents have taken care of everytlaiag." 
"The social worker can't leali you by the hanlil. My 
husband ani I can werk things eut on eur own." 
Four patients stated that they felt everwhelmed by all 
these troubles and felt that they were in need of help. (TWe 
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of these patients had actually ~itiatei contacts with the 
social worker alreaay, and the ether twe, as the result of 
this research interview, felt that some of these preblems 
were appropriate te bring te the social werkers. In addition, 
three other patients whe previeusly felt no need @f outside 
help with these concerns new felt that they weuld make use of 
social work services. 
"You gave me the idea that Miss L. couli help me to 
arrange with my family when they should ceme te the 
hospital and when I eeuli ge heme for the weekend." 
"Maybe the social worker would help my wife Wlier-
stand what I am going threu~h and why I have te stay 
in the hespital for awhile. 
At the eni ef the interview almost all the patients 
asked the interviewer te define for them the social worker's 
role. Seven patieats iniicatei their plan to make use ef so-
cial service Jaelp (as opposei to twe patienta who erigmally 
plannei to request social service help duriag the future 
course of their hospitalization.) Six patients maintainei 
their former plans te cepe with their problems on their own 
or with the help ef families er other social contacts. How-
ever, each patient in the sa::nple expressei in his own terms 
-
the reeling that his uaderstanding ef what the social worker 
eeuld de fer him hat been vague, that the iaterview bad elari 
fled this in his miai, and that he eeult new see the social 
worker as perferming functicn a which were important te aim 
er te ether patients and which he would or might utilize in 
the rut ure. 
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CHAPTER V! 
DISCUSSION AND CCNCLUSIONS 
Social Characteristics 
We saw in Ckapter II that this group ef patieats were 
characterize« by yeuthfulness, ten of the thirteea members 
of tbe greup being yeuager thaa thirty-five. Three patieats 
were white at llar werkers, oaly twe patieats were empleyei as 
laborers, siX were stuients, aad twe were heusewives. Nine 
ef the patients hat been unable to functien at their respec-
tive jebs for some time prier to hospitalization. Five pa-
tiemts saw either ene er beth parent as their mest signifi-
cant social relationahip, feur mentioned their spouses, ani 
feur stated they were closest te siblings and friends. The 
younger the patieat, the mere likely it was that he felt 
closest te his parents; the older he was, te a spouse, sib-
ling, er frieni. By and large, the patients were liviai with 
the person wham they described as their closest relationship, 
... these who were living alene were cleaest te married sib-
lings er friends. Five patients were marriei, twe divorced, 
and six were single, aad two ef the marriei enes were separ-
ated. One patient had finished two years of kiga sehoel, 
three were high aeheol students plaaaing to go te college, 
three patients had terminate« their edueatioa after graiua-
ting from high scb.eel, ani tllree were presently attending 
cellege or graiua be seheel. 
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First let us consider the factars af age, aeeupatian, 
and eaucatien. From tlle sacielagists, we aave learned taat 
these three attributes are imp~rtant determinants ef a per-
sen's social position in tlle c ... u•ity at large. The reeeat 
trend ln researcll towards an application af seciolegieal cen-
cepts and knowledge te the "meRtal aespital community", ia-
dicate that, not emly is there a clearly defined social struc 
' ture within the hospital, but alee that a person'> social pe-
sition in the larger cemmunity will influence his positien 
within the hospital social structure. In a study, by Eugene 
Gallagher, of patients• adaptation te the hespital cemmunity, 
in which he investigated some ef the same areas as were ex-
amined in tlai s study, ·it was feund tlta t youth, high secial 
class backgreunli, and education were higbly cerrelatea with 
the receipt of psychotherapy by the patieat.l 
Thus, we see that attributes te which high prestige was 
attached eutsilie the bespital, alae were highly valued withia 
the hospital social structure. Patients possessing these 
characteristics were alae feu•li to participate mere actively 
in the hospital milieu as a whale, despite the severity ef 
their illness. It sheuld alae be noted that social class 
facters were interweven with associated class values ana per-
sonality traits (such as authoritarianism) which are known to 
characterize the lewer classes. Lawer class patients were 
more submissive tewarlis hespital autharities. We might alae 
nate anether suggestive finiing, which beers en the present 
stuiy; "the elder the patient is, the mere likely he is to 
like the hospital and the less ready he is to criticize it."2 
These findtngs have important implications fer our own. 
In relation to age, we weuli net be surprised t111 iiscever 
much dissatis:ta ction with tllle hespital expressei by tile many 
younger patients in the sample; we woula expect the patieats 
wh• come from the lewer class greups eccupatienally aad eiu-
cationally t• be more submissive in relation to hospit~ au-
thority. There appears te be ene impertaat tistinctien, how-
ever, with relation te ucial class status. Wkile high s•-
cial staniing in tbe celllllllnity, greater educatim al eppor-
tunity may make a patient mere likely te be selected fer ant 
accept psychotherapy as a form ef treatment, social werk aas 
traditionally been asseciatet wit~ ••eting tke needs ef the 
bwer cls sses. Not eJil.y might there be a tenliency fer a large 
proporticn of tlrls s11111ple to view the services of the social 
worker in terms of class stereetypes and social stigmas, but 
persons higner on the status hierarchy usually pessess greate 
means and reseurces for ceping with reality problems dealt 
with traditionally by secial workers. Values of independeace 
and individual initiative are ascribed mere prestige than 
in the lewer classes. 
Perhaps other facters, however, override these aegative 
attitudes stemmi~ from social origins. The social disfunc-
tien ef !!1 mental patients, regartless of social class char-
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acteristios, merely by virtue of their hospitalization, and 
also reflected by unemployment, may be an important factor in 
contributing to the utilization of secial work services. In-
creased educational opportunities may have brought the patieD 
into contact with some of the more modern and sophisticated 
concepts of the social worker's role. 
Facters related to the key secial relationsll.ipsof tb.e 
patient sluwetl that meat of tke fuilies of these patients 
were at least physically intact--only two of the marriea pa-
tients were separated. Many of the other patients said that 
they were living withtheir closest relative or relatives. 
Evidently, the interpersonal conflicts which many of the pa-
tients described were containea within the family anti were no 
sufficient to result in gross disorganization. This findin! 
undoubtetlly has implications fer the social worker. Her mest 
imp•rtant function is related to the reestablishment of fam• 
ily equilibrium and the imprevemeat or inter-familial rela-
tionships which are related to the patient's illness. It is 
clear that with these patiemts, familial pr•blems will be 
ass~:>cia tea more wit ill emotional and interpersona 1 conflicts, 
rather than with tile necessity for the previsi011 of prac-
tical services clue to mas IIi ve family breakdown. 
Attitudes Surroundiag Hospitalization 
In Chapter III, we learned that patients gave five &if• 
ferent kinds •f reasons fer tbair hospitalization; relief of 
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symptoms causing persooal discomfort, relief ef symptoms 
causing secial disf'unctien, help with perscnality problems ef 
leng standing nature, family pressiU'es, and ether e11tside 
pressures. These categories were presented in erder ef' fre-
quency with which they were mentioned, the first mentionei 
most eftea. The last two categories ef reasons reflected the 
least degree fJif understanding, participat ien in the decision, 
and assumption ef respensibility fer recovery. Frem these 
findings, we can see that these patients seemed te see the 
facters which breught thea te tile hospital as related m<l>stly 
te their personal preblems, and could recognize clearly the 
relatioa between their own behavior and hospitalizatien. 
This is net inconsistent, as it migh.t seem, with tile ma-
terial pertaining to the persen tile patients saw as most in-
strumental in arranging fer hespitalization. We saw that ies-
pite the formality ef tbe legal authority uader which the pa-
tient came to the hospital, all patients but one saw persons 
other than themselves as instrumental in the plan fer hespi-
talizatien aod had seme ~ gative attitudes tewari them. Des-
pite these faeters, patients still seemei able emotionally 
and intellectually te acknewledge a high degree ef persenal 
respensibil i ty. 
These findings are not disparate either, as might seem 
at first glance, with the findings ef an earlier stuiy by 
Whitmer ana Conver,3 which feund that "behavior anld circum-
3. Whitmer ani Conever 11! Study of Critical Incidents 111 
the Ifospitalization ef the Rentally Ill,"Secial Work, Jan.l959 
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stance playeti a major role in precipitating hospitalization ••. 
rather than recognition of psychepathelegy. Our patients, 
in aeknewledging a relationsJaip between hospitalization a11cl 
their •ehavier, indicate that they see, as a part of the nec-
essity for hospitalization, the intolerability of their be-
havior te themselves as well as te their families. 
This dees net necessarily indicate that patients reee!-
nize the existence ef psycaepathelegy in themselves. Materia 
gathered in relati011 to pat 1ents 1 perceptions ef their illnes 
shews this. Although nine pa tieats did reeegn:l.z e seme degree 
ef illness, there •as a marked tendeney to regard ether pa-
tients as much sicker. In many of these cases, taese pa-
tients saw themselves as haviJ::!; "some prcb lems" but emphasize 
the bizarre, "crazy" behavior ef ether patients as differeat 
from themselves. Feur patients did not see themselves as ill 
in any sense but expressed fears tbat centinued asseciatiea 
with ether patiemts would make them ill. 
There is ne doubt but that the patients' tendency te 
regard themselves as net severely ill will influence their 
participation in tlle w ricu a therapeutic facill ties available 
in the hospital, including social werk. If a patieat dees 
net see himself as tee incapacitated, he will be less anxious 
te ask fer er accept outside aelp. "TRe whele question ef 
the patient's attitu&es towards his illness, ef which the 
acknowledgment aad denial are but ene facet, is a hugely im-
pertant but complex factor in the adaptation ef the indivi-
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dual te the hospital' treatment. ana to ether patients. n4 
(This is perhaps somewhat mere complicated by the fact that 
the healthiest patients are able te acknowledge illness.) 
The fact that quite a number of patients revealed their 
fears about being made sick by association witt otlaer pa-
tients reflects aeae of the negative aspects of life in tbe 
hespital community. The preponderance of research efforts 
in the past aiecatie Glirecteti towards the recognitioll of the in 
fluence upon the patient of the entire hospital milieu, in-
cluding the negative as well as the therapeutic aspects of 
life in such a ccmmunity,.5 bas led to the concept that hespi-
talization should be made as temporary ~selution as possible. 
With such empha8S. en speetiy rehabilitatio• of the patient 
and his quick return to the community, we can see tb.e impor-
tance of social work planning towards this goal betinning tiur 
ing the early period of hospitalization. 
Although there are atimittedly many negative and 4iscem-
fert1ng facets of hospital life fer the patient, Gallagher 
states, 
"Since the hospital bas a fairly •tanaari way of hand-
ling patients ••• patients who have a need to feel es-
tranged manage to get themselves into situations 
whick de in fact, estrange them; cerrespontiingly, pa-
tients who have a need to feel positive emotional 
4. Gallagher, E., .!E.• ill•• p. 218 
,5. Greeablatt, York and Brown, From Custodial to Thera-
peutic Patient Care in Mental Hospitals, Russell Sage Founda-
TION, New York, 1955. 
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bonis with the hespital may seek ••• experiences 
wbich engender these feeliags.•6 
We have seen fl'm our ewt1 findings relateti. t~a the Ja tient' s 
reactien to the lies pl. tal environment, that ti.itforemt patients 
will select varying facets of the hospital, positive anti. ne~a· 
ti ve, to which they respond. This "emotional orienta tim" 
to the hospital has its souroes within the patient--his per-
•onality, experiences in his Jast or current life situation, 
and also unioubteti.ly his illness. Many of our patiemts ex-
pressei negative or mixeti. feelings towards the hospital en-
vironment as a whole. (This may be relateti. to Gallagher's 
finding tbat youth of the pat lent is associated with a greater 
willingness to criticize the hospital ) The ti.issatisfactions 
• 
also reflected fears of dependency and helplessness, hostility 
towards controls imposei ay the hospital, etc. Pesitive feel-
ings were relateti. to confiti.ence in the hospital, a sense ef 
trust anal warmtb. in the laospital climate. It shoulti be noteti 
here that the three patients who expressed solely positive 
feelings towards the hospital were people with few social or 
emotional resources outside the hospital--reflective ef Galla-
gher's contention that " ••• the111l"ying neeti. state of the inti.i-
vitiual patient, aletermirles his degree of alienation or trust 
in the hospital."7 
'nle degree ef "alienation" ctr "trust" in the hospital 
6. Gallagher, E., !E• ~·• p. 97 
7. Ibid., p. 146 
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as a whcle will indeed be reflected in the image the patient 
has of the social worker, as part of that community. Prob-
ably the same "need states" of the patient will affect his 
drive to secure a positive relationship with the social work-
er as influence his emotional orientation to the hospital. 
Attitudes Related Specificall~ to 
Patientls?Pereiptions of Socialorkers 
Eight of the thirteen patients expressed very mixed 
feelings tctwarcl.s relatives, suggestive of the interpersolli 1 
conflicts which were the context in which the illness may hav 
develoPiJd• Jroae of these patients, however, indicated a wish 
to tel"'linate relations with their ze latives, but ratlita- to im 
prove them. TWo patients regarded their rel~ves as suppor-
tive, with respect to hospitalization , and desire( no eha~e 
or improvements. Three patients excluied their relatives as 
objects of significance to the• during litospitaliz~ion, inii-
cative of very negative feelings towards them. 
If such ambi~lenee towards relatives exists, as it 
seems to for meet of these patients, some of these emotions 
will undoubtedly be iisplaee( onto the social worker who may 
seem to the patient to •be siding witi:l the relative". Thus, 
we see the importan•e of the careful interpretation to the 
patient of her role by the social worker, in order to reduce 
the possibility of such distortions. 
The tendency of clie•ts to invest the social worker with 
the autaority of the agency is a phenomenon of which a ease-
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worker b often aware. Likewise, the patient reacts to the 
social worker in the hospital as to a representative or the 
hG1spital 1 s autherity. Much has beea written on .tllle "power 
structure" of the hospital in the recent sociological studies 
of mental institutions,8 with consiieration of ita effect upe 
patient care. These factors apply equally to its effects upo 
social work services te patients. 
In order te get at some of the patient's attitudes to-
warts this aspect of b.espita 1 life, questions were phrased. in 
terms ef doctors as the prime figures of authority. That 
most memhers of the hospital community see doctors at the tep 
of the power hierarchy is a hypothesis substantiated by ether 
studies.9 Even in a hospital such as this one, which is or-
ganized. along very de~~~ecratic and flexible lines, this fact 
appears to tae investigator 1;e be the case. Again, eigat pa-
tients expressed either negative or mixed fee lings towaris 
this aspect of the hospital envirenmeat. Doctors seeme• ac-
cusing, distaat, punitive. Five patients eJIPllasized the ap-
parent lack of separation between staff ani patieats. Some 
patients whe expreasei am8ivalence towards the doctors en-
joyed the freed.• of tbe hospital but alae expressed some feell-
ings of anxiety with regard to the pressures for many inter-
personal contacts with iocters anietaer staff. Witlll regara tt 
8. Stan ton and Schwartz, The Mental Hospital, Basic Baok1 , 
Inc., 19.54 
9. Barrabee, P., The Effects ef the Hospital's Structur~ 
en its Function, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Harvard. Univ. 
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the presll!lnt study, we should note that these pressures are ne 
se great with re:f'erenoe te the social worker wbll is net a mem• 
ber of the ward staff per se. "The dect•r is the hespital te 
the patient; the social werker is tile eu tside community." 10 
Only :f'eur patients had had any previous oentaots wi till 
social werkers prier te hespitalization. This is an inter-
esting finding, since it is se eften the case with clients 
whe arrive at ether kin4s e:f' secial agencies that they ha·n 
hat centacts with many etl.ter ncial services. These previous 
experiences with social workers are weighe4 heavily by the 
caseworker in assessing trlle cHeat 1 s capaoi ty te use help. 
This data which the caseworker :f'requently utilizes in her 
initial evaluation ef the client was apparently not available 
te the secial werkers assigaed te the patients in this study. 
Patients' perceptions o:f' the function of the sGCial work· 
er were accurate, but fragmented and semewhat vague. Meat 
patients saw secial workers as helping with preblema related 
to the "eutside"--witil regard te relatives and reality preb-
lems. An impertant finding was the t'act that t11111ly tlll.ese pa-
tients wb.o had previous casewerk centacts saw the aecial werk· 
eras helping with 1Rner feelin'!:s• This has implications witt 
regard to the patient's use ef s:> cial service, since most e:f' 
these patients stattld they had eeme tethe hospital fbr relie:f' 
ef preblems causimg persenal disc•mfert. Hewever, the pa-
tients' perceptions of tbe reasens for hospitalization may &e 
4ifferent from their preseat eencerns. 
10 Tb11i 'D 199 
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Motivation te Participate ill Caaework Services 
In Chapter V, we learaei tlut all but one ef tbe pa-
tients in this gro11p had so11111 awareness of the social WC111'ker 1 
presence at the time ef their admil sien te the hospital. '!he 
one remaini111~ descri'bei himself as tee confused at that time 
to recall the iientities of any of these who were pl"esent. 
or the patients wr. iii recall the so cia 1 wer ker, only four 
felt that, as a result ef that contact, did they gain a mere 
clear-cut and meaningful undel"standing of the social worker's 
role nor dii they have any special expectat iens fer fut11re 
service. We concluiei the t, either iue to the psychological 
turmoil of the patient, or to the failure ef the social work-
er to do so, successful communication between tbe patieat anci 
the sGcial worker did net take place with regard to what the 
patient migbt expect from the social w C"ker in the future. 
It should be noted, hewewer, that this fioding does not 
mean the social worker and the patient dU. net"communicate" 
atall. If we consider thatthe secialworker's function at 
the time of admission 1s to represent the hospital to tlle pa-
tient and his family, making the initial impact of the hospi-
tal a.s untrauma tic as possible, tbe n the central tasl: of the 
s-.eial worker is to dct just that. She may convey to the pa-
tient in a "ncm-verbal" way, a sense of "trust"; or she miglat 
give a brief explana tien to the patient of what he ea lll expect 
to happen to him in the next few days. 
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"Receptieln is the pr.cess of llolping the patient to 
accept his hCJspi talization, of relieving his fears, 
and threats inherent in the experience sf compulsion ••• • 11 
Although we stiH maintain that tile social worker's rele 
in the admissions proceliure is crucial in its influence upen 
the total Bffects of the hospitalizatioo experience, and may 
bear upon his later use of social service, it appears that an, 
attempts to define to the patient her specific usefulness wer1 
in vain. 'lhis leads us te the idea that perhaps it is inap-
propriate fer the social worker te lio se at this time--that 
any fermal explanations are superfluous and incemprehensible 
to the patient, Whose mini is unlioubtedly eccupied with ether 
thoughts, tears, and phantasies of the hospital. This seems 
te reflect upon some aspects ef social work carried en within 
another iJ! sti tution; at times the social wCDrker merges with 
the organization at large, and her unique professional iden-
tity becomes secondary. This does not excltae the fact, how-
ever, tbet she utilizes her special skills in carrying out the 
over-all goals of the hospital and the immediate geals of the 
admissions proceliure, 
With respect to ceotacts between patients and social worl-
ers since the admission, mly seven patients had seen the so-
cial worker. Of these, only two patients had initiateli the 
contact. Both of these patients bad had previous experience 
of a fairly intensive nature with social workers, but ene eva -
uateli this contact in a negative way. This finding, though i 
11. Berkman, T., Practice of Social Workers in Psychiatric 
Hospitals and Clilncs, lm. Assoc. or Psych. Sec!al workers, 
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1s rather inconclusive, might suggest the thesis that famil-
iarity with social workers, rather than pElsitive er negative 
attitudes tewards them, is the more significant factor in 
leading patients to initiate secial work services. In addi-
tion, the commellts made by );II. tients whose experience in the 
hospital with the social worker were initisteli by the social 
worker, were regarded as infringements of privacy, expressive 
of discomfort with the informality and unpredictability ef 
the vis! ts. This seea s to reflect upon some of the meanings 
to patients of the freedom and easy interchange between pa-
tients and staff, characteristic ef this hospital. These pa-
tients felt the lack of "security which comes f~m compliance 
with a clearly defined institutional regime, with little pres 
sure for interaction with the staff on a personal, informal 
level."l2 It was clear that these patients felt distinctly 
uncomfortable about the ambiguity of the purposes of the 
social worker 1 s visits. 
We also found that in enly ~u r instances was the pa-
tient's consent obtained, or was he informed, of social work-
ers' contacts with his family. (In eleven cases, the pa-
tient cHscovered this later from the relative himself.) 'l'b.is 
finding appears te strike a discordant nete with the state-
ments fauna in social werk literature to the effect that 
"cellabera tioo between several members 1/Jf a team, nec-
essary fGr a therapeutic result sheuld always be as-
sented to by tb! patient ••• "13 
12. Gallagb!r, !£·ill·• p. 142 
13. Hamilton, Gerden, Reaclinp.sitl Secial Casework, p.242 
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and the other more general but inclusive remarks insisting 
upon the principle of "client participation".l4 Tbis emmis-
sion en the part of the social werker net only excludes an 
opportunity fer participation by the client, but also serves 
to elicit many negative reactions. This is an exteasion ef 
what Goffman describes as the "betrayal funnel"--thecealitien 
between the relatives and hospital authorities which operates 
ln getting the patient to the hospital in the first place. 
"The moral experience of being the third man in such 
a coalition can only embitter the patient, especially 
since his troubles have already probabll lea to same 
estrangement from his next-of-relation. 15 
'Ibis, it would seem, is an important area for interpretation 
by the s&cial werker of her role. 
Many different kinds of concerns and needs were men-
tioned by patients, most of which were relevant to areas of 
concern fer the social w .. ker: problems with adjustment to 
the hospital, problems related to the patiemt•s separation 
frem the community a DEl from his family, concerns with rela-
tives' attitudes towards their illness, and inner worries and 
disturbing feelings. 
Nine patients stated that by themselves, or with the 
help of relatives, or friends, they could work eut most of 
their problems on their own, and the remaining four felt that 
they would need s1me outside help ia doing so. As a result o 
1~. Cannon, M.A. "Wnderlying Principles and Comman Prac 
tices !n Social Work,d Readings in Social Casework, Columbia 
University, N.Y., 1940, p. 19 li· GGffman, Irving, "The Maral Career of the Mental Pa-
tient Ps chiatr Ma 19 9 • 128 
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the research interview itself, five more patients felt that 
their problems were appropriate to bl'lng to the social worker 
and felt more positive towards the ijea of utilizing social 
work help. Six patients maintairled their plans not to make 
use of sooial work help in solving their current probllems, but 
all the patients indicated that the research interview it-
self had increased their understaniing of what the social wor -
er does, and expressed mere interest in utilizing these ser-
vices now er in the fut11re. 
There are several factors operative here. One important 
finding was that nany more patients than would appear from 
the number of contacts, have c .. ceraa ani needs with whica ~ 
secial worker could aJPropriately assist the patient, secor-
ding to her role as defined by the profession. This failure 
in communication between patients and social workers might be 
attributed to three factors: one, tbe difficulty of many pa• 
tients in expressing their needs. This is a difficulty not 
limited to ps tient s in the menta 1 hospital but is found in al 
of casework practice. We find reference in social work liter 
ture to 
"the wide variation in tbe ability of clients to ex-
press their needs ••• , some find it easy to express 
their wants ••• others give a picture of passivity ••• 
in their indifference to tJae acceptance •f help."l6 
The second reason appears to be the inadeqlll te interpretation 
by the social worker of her role, at a time when this would b 
meaningful and comprehensible to the patient. Both those ob-
16. Feder, L., in Reading in Social Casework, p. 210 
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stacles in the way ~f communication could be greatly reduced 
by early and routine interviews with patients, directed to-
wards an evaluation of future treatment plans. This w::> uld 
include an assessment of his strengths and preblems which he 
might handle without outside help, as well as the needs he re· 
veals f'er outside assistance. 
The third, but ne less important factor in the complex 
interactien between the patient and the social worker has al-
ready been mentioned above. It is ·the very real capacity of 
many patients, even in 1he early days of hospitalization, te 
deal effectively with their problems on their own. 
"Caseworkers .find it hard to believe that clients, in 
an unjust economic order, er depriving individual 
circumstances, can do anything te solve their prac-
tical situations. Likewise, if clients have a ser-
ious disability due to illness, social workers feel 
ttey can de nething."l7 
Self-help is one o.f the mere significant bellefs of the so-
cial work profession; yet the above statement is at times ap-
plicable. Self-help is but an extenaictl ef the cemmittment 
te client participation in tlle helping p:ro cess and. the rigltt 
of the client te "self' determination". There is another case 
work "principle", however, which is releYant here, particular: lw 
in discussing tbe validity ef casework services to patients 
during the early phases of' hospitalization. It is the phrase 
well known to social workers, "meeting the client where he is' 
Perhaps social workers tend te make the assumption that duri~ 
the early period 0f hospitalization, the patient-cllent is tee 
17. Hamil ten, G., Reail.inlZs in Social Ca •lr p. 159 
ill to participate in any way--either in his own behalf or 
in collaboration with the social worker. 
We have seen, however, that even during the most acute 
stage of hospttalization, patients have a great willingness 
and need to particip~e (to varying degrees) in the treatment 
program, expressing a considerable measure of independence 
and persona 1 initiative. Perhaps the social werker 1 s "identi-
fication with the forward-moving, healthy parts of the client s 
personality" should be an incentive to increased social work 
social work activity during the early period of hos pitaliza-
tion. But such activity should focus upon the assessment of 
the patient's strengths, as well as aiding him in making 
knewn his needs and accepting outside help. 
" ••• services are designed te meet practical needs, but 
casework enters in by sensi ti vi ty to human beings; by 
leaving people so far as possible to manage their own 
affairs, by making services available; by consistently 
using the ~rinciple of client participmion and client 
consent ••• 18 
Early casework interviews with all patients, aimed towards 
bringing into clear tecus the patient's own personal and so-
cial resources, as well as his needs for outside assist•nce, 
would be truly "meeting the client where he is". Such case-
work would be an extension of the hospital's recent efforts tc 
understand and utilize the patient's total personality in the 
process of psychological and s0cial rehabilitation. 
18. ~·· p. 167 
"' l:se-ntf. AJ~,"sJ. ,_ 
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APPENDIX A: mTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
I. Identifying Infermatien 
name sex age 
occupatien 
key family relationships 
living arrangements 
II. Attitudes Surreunding Hospitalization 
patients percept irn ~Jf reason fer hospi taUzat ion 




other community resource 
III. Attitudes Specific te Perception of Social Workers 
attitudes tewards key relatives 
attitudes towards hospital authorities 
previous contacts with 11ocial workers 
nature 
frequency 
evaluation of helpfulness 
perception of functim of the social worker 
in general 
in the hupi tal 
IV. Motivation to Participate in Casewcrk Service 
awareness of contact with social worker at Admissio 
expectat irn s ef future service 
impressions 
centacts with social worker in the hospital since 
admission 
direct 
initiation ef contacts 
nature of' contacts 
indirect 
awareness of' contacts with relatives or 
other community agencies 
cen sent ef' patient for these contacts 
evaluation e f b.elpfulness te him 
prime cencerns of the patient currently 
related te hespitalization 
related to separation fran the community 
related to his family 
perception of his ability to cepe with 1hese problezis 
by himself 
with help of family 
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